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Mmmmm ... 

A Miscellany.
1 McCluskie, Tom. **SHIPS.** From the Archives of Harland & Wolff the Builders of the Titanic. Oblong 4to, First Edition; pp. 160; numerous coloured illustrations; original slick pictorial papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); PRC; (1998). #32253

A$25.00
McCreary, Alf. **SPIRIT OF THE AGE.** The story of “Old Bushmills”. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. viii, 232; numerous coloured & b/w. illustrations, references; original vinyl, gilt; a nice copy in dustwrapper. [Belfast]; (Published by The “Old Bushmills” Distillery Company Ltd.; 1983). ***A well-illustrated history of the distillery from 1608; an attractive and interesting book. #25178 A$35.00
4  McDermott, James; Editor.  **THE THIRD VOYAGE OF MARTIN FROBISHER TO BAFFIN ISLAND 1578.**  Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xii, 276(last 8 blank); 6 maps & plates, a few text illustrations, bibliography, index; original cloth; a fine copy in dustwrapper.  London; The Hakluyt Society; 2001.  ***Another fine production from the Hakluyt Society in the handsome new livery of the Third Series of which this is Volume 6.  #64515  A$65.00
5 McGuire, Desmond. **HISTORY OF IRELAND.** Med. 4to, Second Impression; pp. 192; coloured map, numerous coloured & b/w. illustrations, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in torn dustwrapper. (London); Bison Books; (1988). #26277   **A$20.00**
6 McGuire, Paul; Lieutenant, R.A.N.V.R.; and McGuire, Frances Margaret. **THE PRICE OF ADMIRALTY.** First Edition; pp. xiv, 328, [2](blank); coloured endpaper maps, coloured frontispiece, 46 plates, 2 text illustrations, 4 indices (ships, people, places & general); original cloth; a very good copy. Melbourne; Oxford University Press; (1944). ***The Royal Australian Navy. #10276 A$35.00
7  Mackal, Roy P.  **THE MONSTERS OF LOCH NESS.**  Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [x], 406(last 5 blank); 8 maps, 92 illustrations, 2 tables, 12 appendices, bibliography, index; original quarter cloth; a fine copy in slightly torn dustwrapper.  London; Macdonald and Jane’s; (1976).  ***An exhaustive study of scientific findings.  #65186  A$35.00
A$45.00
9 McKay, John. **Anatomy of the Ship. THE 100-GUN SHIP VICTORY.** Oblong 4to, First U.S. Edition; pp. 120(last blank); very numerous photos. & detailed drawings; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Annapolis); Naval Institute Press; (1987). ***“A complete anatomy of the ship in words, photographs and drawings, accurate, visually exciting and totally comprehensive, offering ship buffs, historians and modelmakers a novel insight into the technicalities of each ship type covered.” Nelson’s ship “Victory”, made famous by the Battle of Trafalgar, had a long and distinguished career both before and after. #24011

**A$65.00**
11 Mackenzie, Sir Alexander: **THE JOURNALS AND LETTERS OF SIR ALEXANDER MACKENZIE.** Edited by W. Kaye Lamb. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. viii, 552(last blank); 6 maps (4 folding), 3 plates, facsimile title-page from Mackenzie’s Voyages, 1801; bibliography, index; original buckram; (pp. 105-120 omitted, but supplied in good quality facsimile, bound in place); a very good copy in dustwrapper. Cambridge; at the University Press for the Hakluyt Society; 1970. ***Hakluyt Society Extra Series No. 41. Mackenzie made two famous journeys across North America and became in 1793 the first white man to cross the full width of the North American continent. #11874

A$25.00
12 Mackenzie, Compton. **EASTERN EPIC.** Volume I, September 1939-March 1943. First Edition; pp. xxiv, 624 (last blank); 10 full-page maps & several smaller, index; original buckram (a little flecked; spine dull); a very good copy. London; Chatto & Windus; 1951. ***Syria, Persia, Burma, Malaya, India & Pakistan, etc. #57612  A$25.00
13 Macknight, C. C.; Editor. **THE FARTHEST COAST.** A Selection of Writings relating to the History of the Northern Coast of Australia. First Edition; pp. xiv, 218, endpaper & 8 other maps (2 double-page), 8 plates, bibliography, index; original cloth; a very good copy in dustwrapper. (Melbourne); Melbourne University Press; (1969). ***Col. Lawrence FitzGerald's copy with bookplate on half-title. Includes the voyages of Flinders, King, Dumont D'Urville, Stokes, Stow, Searcy, etc. #542

A$65.00
14 McLaren, Ian F. **AUSTRALIAN CIVIL AVIATION.** An Annotated Bibliography. 4to, First Edition; pp. xiv, 268. [with] **AUSTRALIAN AIR POWER.** An Annotated Bibliography. 4to, First Edition; pp. xiv, 274(last blank); appendix. [with] **UNITED STATES AIR POWER** in Australia and the South Pacific. An Annotated Bibliography. 4to, First Edition; pp. [ii], xiv, 142(last blank); 3 appendices; together, three volumes; all in original wrappers; a fine set; scarce. Melbourne; Dalriada Press; 1994. #57903 A$175.00
15 McLean, David and Preston Antony; Edited by. WARSHIP 1997-1998. 4to, First Edition; pp. 232; a few maps, numerous illustrations, a few tables, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); Conway Maritime Press; (1997). ***Interesting papers on various historical naval matters. Signed by two of the (Australian) contributors at the heads of their respective contributions. #27790 A$45.00
16  M’Leod, John.  **THE VOYAGE OF THE ALCESTE.**  To the Ryukyus and Southeast Asia.  By John M’Leod, Surgeon of the Alceste.  With an introduction by Shannon McCune.  8vo, Facsimile Edition; pp. xxviii, [viii], 288, [4](blank); endpaper map & 3 maps on 2 folding sheets, 5 plates, 5 appendices; original cloth (spine ends very slightly worn); a very good copy in dustwrapper.  Rutland, Vermont; Charles E. Tuttle Company; (1963).  ***First published in 1817.  #26737  

A$35.00
17 MacMillan, Donald B. **THE MACMILLAN ARCTIC EXPEDITION RETURNS.** U.S. Navy Planes Make First Series of Overland Flights in the Arctic and National Geographic Society Staff Obtains Valuable Data and Specimens for Scientific Study. Super roy. 8vo; pp. 477-388; 42 illustrations; contained in the National Geographic Magazine, November, 1925; original wrappers. Washington; National Geographic Society; 1925. ***There is much interesting material on the Greenland Eskimos. Including amongst others, “Flying over the Arctic”, by Lieutenant Commander Richard E. Byrd, pp. 519-532, with 10 illus.; and “History’s Greatest Trek: Tragedy Stalks Through the Near East as Greece and Turkey Exchange Two Million of Their People”, pp. 533-590, with 32 col. & 52 b/w. illus. #23927 A$55.00
18 Macnamara, Ellen. **EVERYDAY LIFE OF THE ETRUSCANS.**

A$25.00
19  Macnamara, N. C.  The International Scientific Series. Edited by F. Legge.  THE EVOLUTION AND FUNCTION OF LIVING PURPOSIVE MATTER.  With illustrations.  Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [ii], xiv, 300(last blank), 8(adv.); 21 figures, index; original red cloth, decorated in gilt & blind ; uncut; (fore edges of boards damp-marked, otherwise fine); a very good copy; scarce.  London; Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. Ltd.; 1910.  ***The International Scientific Series, Vol. XCVII.  #65821  A$50.00
20  McPherson, John G.  **FOOTPRINTS ON A FROZEN CONTINENT.**  4to, First Edition; pp. 152; numerous colour & b/w. maps, photographs and other illustrations, index; original white cloth-grained papered boards, lettered in blue on spine and front board; a very good copy in dustwrapper.  [Sydney & Wellington]; Hicks Smith & Sons Ltd.; [1975].  ***Numerous fine illustrations with some emphasis on geological aspects of the Antarctic continent.  Renard 976.  #29108

A$65.00
21  **Maggs Bros.**: **MANUSCRIPTS, INCUNABLES, WOODCUT BOOKS** and BOOKS FROM EARLY PRESSES. F’cap 4to; pp. [iv], 372; 41 plates; original wrappers; a very good copy; scarce. London; Maggs Bros; 1920.  ***Catalogue 395, listing 1474 items; a fine catalogue. #13823  

A$110.00
22  Magnusson, Magnus. **BC.** The Archaeology of the Bible Lands. Drawings and maps by Shirley Felts. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 240(last blank); several maps, 32 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations, chronology, index; original cloth; a nice copy in dustwrapper. London; The Bodley Head and British Broadcasting Corporation; (1977).

#37833

A$30.00
23 Maguire, Rochfort. THE JOURNAL OF ROCHFORT MAGUIRE 1852-1854. Two years at Point Barrow, Alaska, aboard HMS Plover in the search for Sir John Franklin. Edited by John Bockstoce. 2 vols., First Edition; Vol. I, pp. xvi, 318, [2](blank); frontispiece, 1 double-page & 3 full-page maps, 3 full-page illustrations; Vol. II, pp. vi, 319-584; folding map, 2 diagrams, 7 appendices, bibliography, index; original cloth; a fine set in slightly marked dustwrappers. London; The Hakluyt Society; 1988. ***Hakluyt Society, Second Series Nos. 169 & 170. #24654 A$95.00

#65460  

A$125.00
25 Maine, Sir Henry Sumner. **POPULAR GOVERNMENT.**
Major, R. H.; Editor. *EARLY VOYAGES TO TERRA AUSTRALIS* to the time of Captain Cook as told in original documents. 4to; pp. [x], lxxii, 140; 5 folding maps (loosely inserted), 1 full-page map, 2 appendices; processed; original cloth; a very good copy; scarce. Adelaide; Australian Heritage Press; [1963]. ***First published in 1859. Some or all of the five larger maps are commonly missing from this Heritage Press edition which varies considerably in its exact make-up and dimensions. The complete complement of maps is present here, but some are later printings. #14620 A$350.00
27  **Major, R. H.; Editor.** *India in the Fifteenth Century.*

   Being a Collection of Narratives of Voyages to India in the Century preceding the Portuguese Discovery of the Cape of Good Hope from Latin, Persian, Russian, and Italian Sources, now first translated into English. Facsimile Edition; pp. [vi], iv, xc, 50(last blank), 40(last blank), 32, 10, [8](index, last blank); original cloth; a very good copy. New Delhi; Asian Educational Services; 1992. ***First published by the Hakluyt Society in 1858. Includes accounts of the travels of Ard-er-Razzak, Nicolo Conti, Athanasius Nikitin, and Hieronimo di Santo Stefano. #14533  

   A$35.00
#15218  
A$650.00
29 Malraux, Andre. **THE METAMORPHOSIS OF THE GODS.**
Translated by Stuart Gilbert. Cr. 4to, First Edition in English; pp. [xii], 402; very numerous illustrations (31 coloured, 8 sepia, 4 folding); original cloth; (one of the folding plates separated at fold without loss); a very good copy in dustwrapper. London; Secker and Warburg; 1960. #22694

A$25.00
30 Mann, H. **DIE MODERNE PARFÜMERIE.** Eine anweisung
und sammlung von vorschriften zur herstellung samtlicher
parfumerien und cosmetika unter besonderer berücksichtigung der
künstlichen riechstoffe, nebst einem anhang über die parfumierung
der toiletteseifen. First Edition; pp. viii, 610(last blank), [30](adv., last
2 blank); a couple of figures, numerous formulae, index; original cloth
(spine faded); a very good copy. Augsburg; Verlag fur Chemische
Industrie; 1912. ***Text in German. #39591 A$25.00
31  Mansel, Philip. **PILLARS OF MONARCHY.** An Outline of the Political and Social History of Royal Guards 1400-1984. 4to, First Edition; pp. [xvi], 208(last blank); 12 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations, notes, sources, index; original cloth; a nice copy in dustwrapper.  London; Quartet Books; (1984).  ***British and European Royal Guards. #28798  

A$35.00
32 Map Reading: **MANUAL OF MAP READING AND FIELD SKETCHING 1912.** (Reprinted, with additions, 1914). Cr. 8vo; pp. 12 (adv., including pastedown), 102, 13-20 (adv., including pastedown); 17 plates & maps (7 folding, several coloured), 23 text figures; original flush-cut cloth (a little worn). London; Her Majesty’s Stationery Office [for the War Office]; 1914. ***Plates numbered 5 to 12 were omitted from this issue. #2601  
A$20.00
Marchant, James. **ALFRED RUSSELL WALLACE.** Letters and Reminiscences. With Two Photogravures and Eight Half-tone Plates. In Two Volumes. 2 vols., roy. 8vo, First Edition; Vol. I, pp. xii, 320; photogravure portrait frontispiece, 3 portrait plates, facsimile of Wallace’s note on Darwin’s letters; Vol. II, pp. viii, 292; photogravure portrait frontispiece, 5 plates, appendix, index; original cloth (spine ends & corners a little worn); a very good ex-library set with labels on endpapers & unobtrusive blind-stamps only at head of plates and on several leaves; rare. London; Cassell and Company, Ltd; 1916. ***Including the important Darwin-Wallace correspondence, eight letters reprinted in full [see Freeman 1592]. There was also a New York edition in the same year, but this is equally rare. #65789  

A$750.00
34 Marchant, Leslie R. **FRANCE AUSTRALE.** A study of French explorations and attempts to found a penal colony and strategic base in south western Australia 1503-1826. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xvi, 384; 8 coloured plates, 72 illus & maps, 30 appendices, footnotes, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper; scarce. (Perth; Artlook Books; 1982). #5188  A$165.00
35 Marden, Luis. *I FOUND THE BONES OF THE BOUNTY.* Lonely Pitcairn Island, Home of the Descendants of History’s Most Famous Mutineers, Yields Its Secret to a Diver. Super roy. 8vo; pp. 725-790; numerous coloured illustrations; contained in the complete issue of the National Geographic Magazine, December, 1957; original wrappers; a very good copy. Washington; National Geographic Society; 1957. #58972 A$35.00

\A\$\15.00
37 Marquardt, Karl Heinz. **EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY RIGS AND RIGGING.** Roy. 4to, First Edition in English; pp. 330, [6] (blank); 192 detailed figures, 72 tables in appendix, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; Conway Maritime Press; (1992). ***Revised and expanded from the first (German) edition.***

#24166

A$95.00
38  **Martin, Stephen.  **A HISTORY OF ANTARCTICA.  Post 4to, First Edition; pp. 272; numerous illustrations (many in coloured), index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. [Sydney]; State Library of New South Wales Press; [1996].  ***Concentrating on the human element in Antarctica with many illustrations from unusual and less well-known sources.  #53883  A$65.00
39 [Maslen, T. J.]. **THE FRIEND OF AUSTRALIA**; or, A Plan for Exploring the Interior, and for Carrying on a Survey of the Whole Continent of Australia. By a Retired Officer of the Hon. East India Company’s Service. Illustrated with a Map of Australia, and Five Plates. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xxiv, 428, [4](last 3 blank); large folding map, 5 fine and attractive double-page handcoloured aquatint plates, appendix; contemporary half calf and marbled boards, marbled edges and endpapers, spine with raised bands and gilt in compartments, spine label renewed; (binding a little rubbed; some occasional mild marginal foxing); a nice copy; very rare. London; Hurst, Chance, and Co.; 1830. **Ferguson, 1379; Wantrup, 117a. An important book, printed in an edition of only 250 copies, this is the most detailed of the proposals for exploration of the Australian interior which was at this stage still virtually unknown. Some optimistic assessments as to the fertility of the interior are combined with detailed suggestions for the equipment and organisation of expeditions and the future of the country. The plates include a proposal for a new flag for New South Wales, a specimen plan for new townships and beautiful illustrations for the conduct of expeditions. A second “edition” comprising the unsold sheets of the First Edition with a new title-page and preface was issued by Smith, Elder in 1836: this is equally rare, no doubt forming part of the total of 250 copies printed. #20287  
A$11,000.00**
40  **Mathe, Jean; Text By.** **LEONARDO’S INVENTIONS.** Translated by David MacRae. 4to, First Edition in English; pp. 112 (including endpapers); numerous illustrations; original papered boards; (some foxing); a nice copy in dustwrapper. [Fribourg-Geneve]; Miller Graphics; [1980]. #66229  

A$20.00
41 Mawson, Douglas. CHIASTOLITES FROM BIMBOWRIE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA. By D. Mawson, D.Sc., B.E. (Lecturer in Mineralogy and Petrology at the University, Adelaide, and Hon. Curator of Minerals at the South Australian Museum), with Analyses by W. T. Chapman, Analyst to the Mines Department, South Australia. Edited by Walter Howchin, F.G.S. 4to, First Edition; pp. [iv], [189]-210; 11 plates (1 coloured), each with facing leaf of descriptive text, 13 text figures; original wrappers (very slightly worn); a nice copy; very scarce. Adelaide; Rigby Limited; 1911. ***Memoirs of the Royal Society of South Australia, Vol. II, Part 3. Chiastolites are the strange and beautiful cross-like figures found as inclusions in the mineral andalusite in some metamorphic rocks. Mawson, better known for his Antarctic work, wrote this first substantial study of them. #64507 A$95.00
42. **Mawson, Sir Douglas, D.Sc., B.E.** *The Home of the Blizzard.* Being the Story of the Australasian Antarctic Expedition 1911-1914; Illustrated in Colour and Black and White also with Maps. 2 vols., reduced roy. 8vo, First Edition; Vol. I, pp. [ii](blank), xxx, 352(last 3 blank); photogravure frontispiece, 8 coloured plates with title-tissues, 109 b/w. plates (3 double-page & 1 folding), 17 text illustrations including 6 maps; Vol. II, pp. [ii] (blank), xiv, 340(last blank); 3 large folding tinted maps (in pocket), photogravure frontispiece, 10 coloured plates with title-tissues, 93 b/w. plates (4 double-page & 1 folding), 20 text illustrations including 8 maps, 7 appendices including glossary, index; title-pages printed in black & brown; original dark blue ribbed cloth, lettered in gilt on spines and front boards, with illustration in silver on front boards and blind publisher’s device on rear boards; top edges dyed blue-grey; (the silver of the illustrations on front boards dulled; apart from a little fox-spotting in Vol. II internally very fine, clean and crisp); a very nice set; scarce. London; William Heinemann; (1915). ***Spence 774; Renard 1022; Rosove 217.A1b. With the signature of A. Neil-Milne, Bishop of Aberdeen and Orkney (c. 1913) at the front of both volumes. #35728

A$2500.00
43 Mayr, Ernst. **ANIMAL SPECIES AND EVOLUTION.** Med. 8vo, First Edition, Fourth Impression; pp. xvi, 800(last 3 blank); several text figures & maps, glossary, bibliography, index; original cloth; a very good copy with worn dustwrapper covered in adhesive plastic and attached to boards. Cambridge, Massachusetts; The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press; (1969). ***First published 1963.** #66701

A$30.00
44  Mead, Tom.  **MANLY FERRIES OF SYDNEY HARBOUR.**  
184 (including pastedown endpapers, last 3 blank); 16 coloured plates,  
numerous b/w. illustrations, index; original slick illustrated papered  
boards; (edges slightly foxed); a nice copy in dustwrapper.  (Frenchs  
Forest); Child & Associates, An All-Australian Publisher; (1988).  
#29890  

A$45.00
45 **Mear**, Roger & **Swan**, Robert. *A WALK TO THE POLE*. To the Heart of Antarctica in the Footsteps of Scott. With research and additional material by Lindsay Fulcher. Super roy. 8vo, First U.S. Edition; pp. xiv, 306; endpaper maps and 2 others, frontispiece (showing ice cliffs of the Barne Glacier, Cape Evans), numerous illustrations (many in colour), appendices, bibliography, supporters and sponsors, index; a fine copy in dustwrapper. New York; Crown Publishers; (1987). ***Renard 1053. #27546 A$35.00
46 Mehrtens, Major Peter Alexander. **AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.**
4to; pp. 74 (pagination a little irregular); 5 plates (mostly coloured); original plastic comb binding; a fine copy. [Mont Albert, Victoria]; The Author; 2001. ***Interesting reminiscences of a German officer in the Luftwaffe during World War II who later settled in Australia.***

#23546

A$50.00
47 Mellersh, H. E. L.  *FITZROY OF THE BEAGLE.*  First U.S. Edition; pp. 308, [2](blank); 2 full-page maps, portrait frontispiece & 8 plates, appendix, bibliographical note, index; original cloth; a nice copy in faded & slightly worn dustwrapper. (U.S.A.); Mason & Lipscomb Publishers; (1968). #15772

A$65.00
Mendel, Gregor. **EXPERIMENTS IN PLANT HYBRIDISATION.** With a Foreword by Paul C. Mangelsdorf. Med. 8vo, 20th Impression; pp. [ii], viii, 46(last 5 blank); portrait frontispiece; original wrappers; a very good copy. Cambridge; Harvard University Press; (1974). ***First published in this form in 1965 from a translation made by the Royal Horticultural Society of London, with footnotes added and minor changes suggested by Professor W. Bateson. #66776 A$35.00
49 **Mercier, Charles. SANITY AND INSANITY.** With Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [iv](adv.), xx, 396, [16](adv.); several figures, index; original cloth, gilt; (name stamp of early owner on title-page & following leaf; some pencilled underlining); a very good copy; scarce. London; Walter Scott; 1890. ***The Contemporary Science Series, Edited by Havelock Ellis, Volume VIII. #65838  

A$25.00
50 Microscopy: PHOTOGRAPHY THROUGH THE MICROSCOPE. Second Edition; pp. 72; 7 coloured illustrations, 23 b/w. figures, 5 tables, bibliography; original wrappers. [Rochester, N.Y.; Eastman Kodak Company; 1957]. #18691  A$15.00
51 Miller, C. William. **BENJAMIN FRANKLIN’S PHILADELPHIA PRINTING.** 1728-1766. A Descriptive Bibliography. Med. 4to, First Edition; pp. [ii], xc, 584(last blank); very numerous illustrations, 3 appendices, concordances, index; original cloth; a fine copy in slightly torn dustwrapper. Philadelphia; American Philosophical Society; 1974. #14623 **A$95.00**
52  **Miller, E. Morris.** *AUSTRALIAN LITERATURE:* From its Beginnings to 1935. A Descriptive and Bibliographical Survey of Books by Australian Authors in Poetry, Drama, Fiction, Criticism and Anthology with Subsidiary Entries to 1938. Initiated and Commenced by the late Sir John Quick, LL.D., Sometime Postmaster-General Commonwealth of Australia, assisted by Fred. J. Broomfield. 2 vols., roy. 8vo, First Edition; Vol. I, pp. xii, 484; Vol. II, pp. [vi], 485-1074; appendix (alphabetical list of non-Australian authors of novels associated with Australia), fiction subject index and general index of Australian authors; 4-page list of corrections loosely inserted in Vol. I; original cloth; a nice set in slightly worn dustwrappers; scarce. Melbourne; Melbourne University Press in association with Oxford University Press; 1940. ***Only 1000 sets were printed. #479  
A$350.00
53  Miller, Hugh.  **SCENES AND LEGENDS OF THE NORTH OF SCOTLAND;** or, The Traditional History of Cromarty.  Eighth Edition.  Cr. 8vo, Eighth Edition; pp. xii, 488(last blank), [24](adv.); original cloth, gilt; uncut; a nice bright copy; scarce.  Edinburgh; William P. Nimmo; 1869.  ***First published 1835.***  #65593  A$35.00
54 Miller, Hugh. **LEADING ARTICLES ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS.** Edited by His Son-in-Law, The Rev. John Davidson. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. viii, 454(last blank), [2](adv. for works by Miller), [24](adv.); portrait frontispiece, original cloth, gilt; uncut; a nice bright copy; scarce. Edinburgh; William P. Nimmo; 1870. ***Including an essay on the Conclusion of the War in Afghanistan - plus ca change! - and another on the Crimean War. #65594 A$45.00
55  Miller, Robert Castles. **BOOKS:** Their History and Influence. An Essay. Facsimile Edition; pp. vi, [ii], 96(last blank); original wrappers; a fine copy. Melbourne; Gaston Renard Publisher; 1977. ***Edition limited to 150 numbered copies only. Originally published in 1883 (refer Ferguson 12605). Miller was Librarian at the Fitzroy Free Public Library and was also for a time a bookseller in Fitzroy. #637  **A$45.00**
56 Milligan, Christopher [and] Foley, John. **AUSTRALIAN HOSPITAL SHIP CENTAUR.** The Myth of Immunity. First Edition; pp. xx, 340; couple of maps, 1 coloured & 30 b/w. plates, 3 appendices, bibliography, index; original slick illustrated boards; a fine copy. [Hendra, Queensland]; Nairana Publications; [1993]. #55246

A$45.00
57  Mills, James P.; Compiled by. **OLD SHIP RECORDS.** An introduction for archivists and researchers dealing with vessels rather than people based on Victoria (Australia) records researched from Melbourne, Victoria. 4to, First Edition; ff. [iii], 42 (printed on rectos only); several illustrations, illustrated glossary of ship’s rigs; stapled as issued; a nice copy. No Place [Melbourne?]; Produced by Lindsay C. Cox, Coonans Hill Press; 1990.  ***One of 50 copies, this copy inscribed and signed by the Compiler. #30029  A$60.00
58 Mills, Richard Charles. **THE COLONIZATION OF AUSTRALIA (1829-42)**. The Wakefield Experiment in Empire Building. With an Introduction by Graham Wallas, M.A. Facsimile Edition with a Note by S. J. Butlin. Pp. xx, 364(last blank); bibliography, index; (slight foxing of edges); a nice copy in dustwrapper. (Sydney); Sydney University Press; (1974). ***Includes Canada. #36903 A$15.00
59 Moll, Albert; Of Berlin. **HYPNOTISM.** Cr. 8vo, Second (?) Edition; pp. xii, 410, [10](adv.); index of contents, index of names; original cloth, gilt; (covers flecked; otherwise very good); a very good copy; scarce. London; Walter Scott; 1890. ***The Contemporary Science Series, Edited by Havelock Ellis, Volume IX. With Preface to the first and second (German) editions, but this is probably the first edition in English. #47148

A$50.00
60  Moll, Oscar.  **EUROPEAN HEALTH AND PLEASURE RESORTS.**  A European Itinerary: Specially compiled as an impartial, independant, and trustworthy compendium to the Prettiest Spots and Health Resorts of Europe.  Cr. 8vo, Second Edition; pp. xxiv, 590; large coloured folding map of Paris, several illustrations, index; original printed cloth; (a few unobtrusive stamps of the Eastern Telegraph Co. library); a very good copy; scarce.  Cologne; M. DuMont Schauberg; 1900.  ***First published the previous year.  Covering Germany, England, Wales, Ireland, Scotland, France, Switzerland and Holland.  #17576  A$40.00
61 Montague, R. H.  **DRESS AND INSIGNIA OF THE BRITISH ARMY IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND 1770-1870.** Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. xii, 124; 6 plates & 131 other illustrations, 4 appendices, bibliography; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. Sydney; Library of Australian History; 1981. #629

A$25.00
62 Montague, R. H. **HOW TO TRACE YOUR MILITARY ANCESTORS** in Australia and New Zealand. First Edition; pp. 158(last blank); several illustrations, glossary, 4 appendices, bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers; (first & last leaves browned; name on half-title); a nice copy. (Sydney); Hale & Iremonger; (1989). #31112

A$30.00
63  Monteth, Colin. **ANTARCTICA BEYOND THE SOUTHERN OCEAN.** Oblong folio, First Edition; pp. 160; numerous coloured plates, bibliography, index; a nice copy in slightly torn dustwrapper. (Auckland); David Bateman; (1996). #18170  A$30.00
64  [Moore, Alan and Tui]. **GUIDE TO THE VISITOR SITES OF PARQUE NACIONAL GALÁPAGOS.** Oblong 8vo, First Edition; pp. 112; numerous sketch maps; original stiff wrappers; a nice copy. Enero; Ministerio de Agricultura y Ganaderia; 1980.  

#37831  

A$15.00
65 Moore, Captain John E.; Edited by. **JANE’S FIGHTING SHIPS, 1974-75.** F’cap folio; First Edition; pp. 90 (Advertisements & Introduction), 670; very numerous illustrations, index of named ships, index of classes; original cloth; (stamp & other markings on title-page & endpapers, otherwise internally unmarked); a very good ex-library copy in worn dustwrapper. London; Jane’s Yearbooks; 1974. #27730  

**A$30.00**
Moore, Captain John. **JANE'S FIGHTING SHIPS OF WORLD WAR I.** Foreword by Captain John Moore RN. [A comprehensive encyclopedia with more than 1000 illustrations]. Super roy. 4to, First Edition in this form; pp. 320; very numerous illustrations; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; Studio Editions; (1990). ***This volume is reproduced from the 1919 edition of Jane’s Fighting Ships supplemented by material extracted from the 1914 edition. Included are Australian warships. #22566 ** A$65.00
Moorehead, Caroline. **DUNANT’S DREAM.** War, Switzerland and the History of the Red Cross. Med. 8vo, First U.S. Edition; pp. xxxii, 780, [2](blank); portrait frontispiece, 32 plates, 3 appendices, chronology, notes, index; original papered boards; (slight black mark on lower edge); a nice copy in dustwrapper. New York; Carroll & Graf Publishers, Inc.; (1999). #31719  

A$25.00
68 Moran, James. **STANLEY MORISON.** His typographic achievement. Med. 4to, First Edition; pp. 184; numerous illustrations in coloured & b/w., bibliography, index; original papered boards; (some foxing of endpaper & very mildly elsewhere); a very good copy in slightly worn & soiled dustwrapper. London; Lund Humphries; (1971). #52548

A$45.00
69  **Morgan**, Thomas Hunt. **Columbia University Biological Series. VII. REGENERATION.** First Edition; pp. xiv, 316, [2](blank); 66 figures, bibliography, index; original buckram; uncut; a very good ex-library copy with withdrawn stamps on title-page & endpapers only. New York; The Macmillan Company; 1901. #66312  

A$30.00
70  Morison, Stanley. **FOUR CENTURIES OF FINE PRINTING.** Two Hundred and Seventy-two Examples of the Work of Presses established between 1465 and 1924. With an Introduction by Stanley Morison. 8vo, Second (revised) Edition; pp. 342, [2](blank); 272 plates (included in pagination), index; original cloth (a little marked); a very good copy; scarce. London; Ernest Benn Limited; (1949).  ***First published in a limited folio edition of 400 copies in 1924.** #37648  A$65.00
71 Morris, Roger. **SAIL CHANGE.** Tall Ships in New Zealand Waters. Oblong f’cap folio, First Edition; pp. 48; 19 fine full-page coloured illustrations from paintings by the Author, several smaller coloured & b/w. illustrations; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Auckland); Published by David Bateman; (1981). #21312  

A$35.00
72 Morris, Roger. **PACIFIC SAIL.** Four Centuries of Western Ships in the Pacific. Oblong 4to, First Edition; pp. 192; a few maps, numerous coloured & b/w. illustrations, glossary, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. Auckland; David Bateman; (1987). ***Including the Spanish, English, Dutch, Russian and French voyagers, Bligh, the Beagle, etc. and the Clipper ships, immigrant ships, and the sailing shipping trade generally: an excellent book. #63837

A$65.00
THE BOUNTY MUTINY

73  Morrison, James.  **THE JOURNAL OF JAMES MORRISON**
Boatswain’s Mate of the Bounty describing the Mutiny & subsequent Misfortunes of the Mutineers together with an account of the Island of Tahiti. With an Introduction by Owen Rutter and five engravings by Robert Gibbings. Printed & made in Great Britain by The Golden Cockerel Press 1935. F’cap folio, First Edition; pp. [iv](blank), 246(last blank), [6](blank); 5 illustrations; original blue & cream linen; top edge gilt, others uncut; (a few minor marks, but a nice copy); very scarce. [London]; Golden Cockerel Press; 1935.  ***Edition limited to 325 numbered copies. Du Rietz 1122. Although its limitation is similar to the other Bligh-related volumes issued by the Golden Cockerel Press, this book is very much scarcer on the market. #30223    A$2250.00
74  **Morton, Harry A.  **THE WIND COMMANDS.  Sailors and Sailing Ships in the Pacific.  Drawings by Don Hermansen and Paul Dwillies from original drawings and research by Peggy Morton.  Super roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xxviii, 498, [2](blank); endpaper maps, 64 illustrations on 52 plates, 59 text figures, notes, glossary, bibliog; index; original cloth; a nice copy in worn dustwrapper; scarce.  Middletown, Connecticut; Wesleyan University Press, and The University of British Columbia, Vancouver; (1975).  ***A comprehensive & detailed work, covering voyages from about A.D. 950 by the Polynesians to the first single-handed non-stop circumnavigation by Knox-Johnston in 1968.  

#33180  

A$75.00
75 Mosley, James & Chambers, David; Edited by. **CHARLES HOLTZAPFFEL’S PRINTING APPARATUS** for the Use of Amateurs. Reprinted from the third greatly enlarged edition of 1846. Facsimile Edition; pp. xlii, 80, xliii-xlvi; 18 illustrations, notes; original cloth; a fine copy. (Pinner, Middlesex); Private Libraries Association; 1971. #15688

A$40.00
Mountfield, David. *A HISTORY OF POLAR EXPLORATION*. Med. 4to, First Edition; pp. 208; endpaper maps, over 150 illustrations & photographs (including 7 text maps), 24 coloured plates, numerous other illusts, appendix, bibliography, index; original blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in gilt; a nice copy in dustwrapper. London; Hamlyn; (1974). ***Not in Spence; Renard 1102. #40068 A$65.00
77 Mountford, Charles P.  **THE FIRST SUNRISE.**  Australian Aboriginal Myths in Paintings by Ainslie Roberts with text by Charles P. Mountford.  Line illustrations by Ainslie Roberts.  Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 80(last blank); 32 coloured plates, 33 b/w. illustrations; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper.  Adelaide; Rigby; (1971).  ***The third Dreamtime book.  #51247  A$25.00
78  Mowat, Charles Loch. **BRITAIN BETWEEN THE WARS.** 1918-1940. Sixth Impression; pp. [ii], x, 694, [2](blank); bibliographical note, list of Cabinets, index; original cloth (slightly marked); a very good copy. London; Methuen & Co. Ltd.; (1966). #25497  A$25.00
Muir, P. H. **BOOK-COLLECTING.** More Letters to Everyman. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [viii], 156; index; original cloth; (some foxing); a very good copy in worn dustwrapper; scarce. London; Cassell and Company Ltd.; (1949). ***With a useful section on imposition schemes and the bibliographic description thereof.** #53508 A$30.00
Muller, Fritz. **FACTS AND ARGUMENTS FOR DARWIN.**

#66698

A$45.00
81 Muller, Prof. Hermann.  **THE FERTILISATION OF FLOWERS.**  Translated and Edited by D’Arcy W. Thompson.  With a Preface by Charles Darwin.  With illustrations.  First Edition; pp. xii, 670, [2](adv.); 186 figures, extensive bibliography with index, index to insects, index to plants; original cloth, gilt; a very nice, clean ex-library copy with label on front endpaper, pocket on rear endpaper, neat blind stamp on title-page and ink number on verso, but no other marks; scarce. London; Macmillan and Co.; 1883. **Freeman 1432. #66726 A$320.00**
82 Muller, S.: VOYAGES FROM ASIA TO AMERICA, for Completing the Discoveries of the North West Coast of America. To which is prefixed, a Summary of the Voyages made by the Russians on the Frozen Sea, in Search of a North East Passage. Serving as an Explanation of a Map of the Russian Discoveries, published by the Academy of Sciences at Petersburgh. Translated from the High Dutch of S. Muller, of the Royal Academy of Petersburgh. With the Addition of Three New Maps; 1. A Copy of Part of the Japanese Map of the World. 2. A Copy of De Lisle’s and Buache’s fictitious Map. And 3. A large map of Canada, extending to the Pacific Ocean, containing the New Discoveries made by the Russians and French. By Thomas Jefferys Geographer to His Majesty. London: Printed for T. Jefferys, the Corner of St. Martin’s Lane, Charing Cross, 1761. 4to, Facsimile Edition; pp. [ii], viii, xlv, 76, [2](blank); 2 folding & 2 full-page maps; a fine copy. [Amsterdam; N. Israel; 1967]. **Bibliotheca Australiana No. 26. The work contains a most important contemporary account of Bering’s discoveries by a scientist attached to his second expedition, and is the first comprehensive account of Russian discoveries in the North Pacific. Jefferys’ Preface contains useful information additional to that in the original edition. #15306 A$65.00
Munthe, Axel. **THE STORY OF SAN MICHELE.** Illustrated Edition. Third Impression (of the illustrated edition); pp. xxviii, 412 (last blank); portrait frontispiece & 80 plates, index; original buckram; fore & lower edges uncut; spine very slightly marked, but a nice copy. London; John Murray; (1952). ***First published in 1929 and many, many times reprinted in many, many languages - a huge bestseller for reasons a mystery to the author (see the preface which is new to this edition). One of the best editions of this famous and interesting work. The Author was a medical doctor in France, Italy and elsewhere in Europe. #54024

A$45.00
85  Muntz, Eugene. **LEONARDO DA VINCI.** Artist, Thinker, and Man of Science. From the French of Eugene Muntz. With Forty-eight plates and two hundred and Fifty-two Text Illustrations. In Two Volumes. First [Second] Volume. 2 vols., First Edition; Vol. I, pp. xii, 256; 13 photogravure plates, 14 coloured plates, very numerous text illusts (some tinted); Vol. II, pp. xii, 288 (last blank); 7 photogravure plates (1 coloured), 14 coloured plates, very numerous text illustrations (some tinted), appendix (list of Leonardo’s works), index; original decorated cloth (very slightly marked); uncut; a very good set; scarce. London; William Heinemann; MDCCCXCVIII [1898]. #66232  

**A$195.00**
86 Murray, The Rev. Thos. Boyles. **PITCAIRN:** The Island, the People, and the Pastor. To which is added a Short Notice of the Original Settlement and Present Condition of Norfolk Island. Eighth Edition. F’cap 8vo, Eighth Edition; pp. [ii], xiv, [15]-428; 16 plates including map, 3 text illustrations; recent half hard-grained morocco; (some foxing & soiling; slight defects to a couple of blank margins); a very good copy; very scarce. London; Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge; 1857. ***Ferguson 13014 (Mitchell Library copy only). The list of illustrations has 16 entries and this edition includes the Preface to the Eighth Edition. #16577 A$195.00
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